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SGW/G9 SGW/G9 SGW/G9 Made in TEXAS --- By AMERICANS Last updated: November 29, 2017 2020
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
This site is always under construction, you may see exciting news/changes to this site's look &amp; look when you return for your next visit. __________________________________________________________________________________Please pay attention. We are the original designer of these systems. We are also the only authorized distributor of our systems in the United States. There are no authorized international distributors. You don't buy from them.   There are a few forgeries/knock-offs out
there. They're not the right thing to do. Watch it. Round 2 we filed with the U.S. Patent &amp; Trademark Office to protect our designs. Please inform us about any company that tries to sell our products. Thank you, Marcus
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Please contact us with your specific requests. We are not an FFL holder and we cannot accept or sell firearms.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Do you want to convert your SKS Military Surplus Rifle to use hi-capacity detachable magazines similar to M14, M1A, AR-15 or FAL? We have
developed three systems that are described below to do so. ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________who hangs on everything he touches?
Frustrated that you can't store your SKS magazines in modern rifle packages, available to easily transport your magazines to a shooting range, box or wherever you go? Do you want your SKS magazines to fit into your alice or M.O.L.L.E. packages similar to M14, M1A, AR-15 and FAL style mags? Are you tired of Duckbill on your SKS magazine? Or do you just want better functionality of your SKS rifle?  With our G series adapters you can do all of the above and much more. • Store your SKS magazines for easy
on-the-ground transportation. • Get your SKS magazines from your package with one hand while you're on the ground. • Take advantage of hi-capacity magazines for their reliability with SKS rifle platform. • With the G9, SKS Rifle Magazine Adapter System, you will use the same AR-15 Style Modified Magazines in your SKS and your AR-15 chamber 7.62 X 39 rifles. Install the G9 adapter in each of your SKS rifles and get a dozen magazines You can have fun at your fingertips, hunt or when/if the SHTF uses the
same magazines interchangeably between your AR platform and SKS rifles. By using standard hand tools you can change your SKS rifle system from a well-proven, vintage rifle system to a 21st century military carabine without losing it's proven combat efficiency. If you like AR-15 Style Magazines, then our new G9, SKS Rifle Adapter System is for you. Let's step into the Product Page and see what you can do with a $300.00 rifle by installing a G/3, G/5 or our latest leading adapter, the G9 SKS Rifle Adapter
Magazine System on each of your SKS rifles. You can order our products directly from the Products page. Please note: we do PayPal accept as a form of payment. AK magazines will not work with any of our magazine adapter systems. We receive a lot of queries asking whether your adapter will work with AK mags? The simple answer is NO. AK style mags are too wide on top to make a proper seat in a non M, D or Sporter SKS Rifle receiver well, with no serious hardware work on your stock mag rifles well. We
do not recommend doing so with guns. Once you're done, you can't return the rifle to their original configuration. Thanks for visiting our site, let us know if you have any questions about our rifle adapter systems. Marcus Taliaferro TheSKSmagAdapter, LLC, Team eMail: thesksmagadapter@sbcglobal.net Phone: 713.498.9990 Visitors to our site and counting: Call support (250) 715-7290 Is there any known adapter that can fit on the SKS to take AK mags? I've heard ed mixed things about tapco 20 rounders and
I have some spare AK mags I don't want to getted waste. Most of the recordings I've found involve welding and a bunch of other similar things. Ideas are welcome as long as they are varnePage 2 8 comments comments
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